Fiction Continued
You Know Me Well YA FIC LACOUR (K/W)
Mark and Kate sit next to each other in school
but are barely acquainted. Then, they meet at a
San Francisco club during Pride Week and
connect over each one’s forbidden love.
This Raging Light YA FIC LAURE (W)
Lucille is struggling to get through each day,
paying bills and looking after her little sister. Now
is not the time for level-headed Lucille to fall in
love. But love is what she's about to experience
when she falls for her best friend's brother.
The Chapel Wars YA FIC LEAVITT (K)
Holly's grandfather leaves her his financiallystrapped Las Vegas wedding chapel in his will,
along with a letter asking her to reach out to Dax,
the grandson of her family's mortal enemy and
owner of the chapel next door, who is both cute
and distracting.
The Summer I Found You YA FIC PERRY (W)
Kate, seeking distraction from her recent
diabetes diagnosis, begins dating Aidan, a young
veteran who lost an arm in Afghanistan. The two
soon realize that they might mean more to each
other than they first thought.

Additional Titles
Crazy Love YA FIC ABRAMS (W)
Matched YA FIC CONDIE (K/W)
Saint Anything YA FIC DESSEN (K/W)
Will Grayson, Will Grayson
YA FIC GREEN (K/W)
The Summer I Turned Pretty YA FIC HAN (K)

Why We Broke Up YA FIC HANDLER (K)

Romance
Books about love and
heartbreak

Nantucket Blue YA FIC HOWLAND (W)
Boy Meets Boy YA FIC LEVITHAN (K/W)
Delirium YA FIC OLIVER (W)
Faking Perfect YA FIC PHILLIPS (W)
Eleanor & Park YA FIC ROWELL (K/W)
The Statistical Probability of Love At First
Sight YA FIC SMITH (K)
Flipped YA FIC VAN DRAANEN (K/W)

Summer in the Invisible City
YA FIC ROMANO (W)
Sadie has always idealized her absentee dad
and the popular girls in her school, but as she
grows her photography skills and develops a
crush on a guarded boy, she starts to see things
as they really are

Paper Valentine YA M YOVANOFF (W)

Girl Against the Universe YA FIC STOKES (W)
Maguire, who has horribly bad luck, tries to
isolate herself to protect others, but soon
encounters Jordy, an aspiring tennis star, who is
determined to help break her unlucky streak.
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The Art of Lainey YA FIC STOKES (W)
When Lainey gets dumped, she employs an
ancient Chinese warlord's tactics to get her exboyfriend back.

Ask Amy Green: Boy Trouble
YA FIC WEBB (W)
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Fiction
In order by author’s last name in the Teen Spaces
(YA) at Kennedy (K) and/or Westergard (W).
17 First Kisses YA FIC ALLEN (K)
Claire has finally found a boy worth kissing, but
when she discovers that her best friend also has
feelings for him, Claire must decide what she is
willing to risk to get what she wants.
White Hot Kiss YA FIC ARMENTROUT (K)
Layla works as a protector of humanity and
struggles to fit in. Then, she meets an alluring
demon who tempts her to engage in a traitorous
act.
Through to You YA FIC BARNHOLDT (W)
When bad-boy Penn reaches out to cautious
Harper, a tumultuous relationship blossoms, and
the two learn that their bond may not be strong
enough to overcome their obvious differences.
The Story of Us YA FIC CALETTI (K)
After jilting two previous fiancés, Cricket’s mother
is finally marrying the right man. But as the
wedding attendees arrive for a week of festivities,
complications arise for Cricket involving her own
love life and her mother’s reluctance to marry.
What Happens Now YA FIC CASTLE (K)
When Ari first sees Camden, she longs for him
from afar. When the two finally forge a true
connection, Ari lets herself fall. As their romance
blossoms, she must confront whether she is
falling in love with the fantasy guy or the real one.
A Blind Spot for Boys YA FIC CHEN (K)
After a bad breakup and the discovery that her
father is quickly going blind, Shana and her
parents travel to Machu Picchu for an adventure.
There, Shana meets Quattro, a boy with secrets
of his own.
As always, we’re here to help you find any
information you’re looking for. Speak with a
Librarian or text a question to 732-474-8864.

Now and Forever YA FIC COLASANTI (K)
What if your boyfriend was the world’s biggest
rockstar? Sterling is crazy in love with Ethan.
When he becomes an overnight sensation, he’s
thrown into the glam world of celebrity—and so
is Sterling. It’s a true come true, but whose
dream is Sterling living?
The Promise of Amazing
YA FIC CONSTANTINE (W)
Wren is the average, quiet good girl. Grayson is
the star of the lacrosse team and the top of his
class. One fateful night, their paths cross and
what follows is the tale of two teens figuring out
who they are and falling in love.
Young Widows Club YA FIC COUTTS (W)
Running away to marry her musician boyfriend
and escape her claustrophobic high school,
Tam is shattered by sudden widowhood.
Forced to return home, she must now reinvent
herself and reach out to others struggling with
grief.

Dream Boy YA FIC CROCKETT (K)
The day after Annabelle dreams of the perfect
boy, he walks into her science class. Suddenly,
she has a boyfriend, just like a dream come
true, until the dreams stop and the nightmares
begin.
Catch a Falling Star
YA FIC CULBERTSON (W)
Carter is expecting a quiet summer, but when a
Hollywood company arrives to film a movie, her
sleepy town is suddenly transformed, and
Carter finds herself playing an unexpected part.
Emerge YA FIC EASTON (K)
Lia, a Mermaid, has tried to keep her feelings
for Clay a secret. So it’s for the best that he’s
dating the new girl, until Lia finds out she isn’t
the only one keeping a secret. Now, after
making a horrible mistake, Lia will risk
everything to stop Clay from falling in love with
the wrong girl.

Wild Cards YA FIC ELKELES (K)
Derek, kicked out of boarding school, must move
with his stepmother to her childhood home in
Illinois, where he meets Ashtyn, who may be
able to achieve her dream of a football
scholarship with bad boy Derek's help.
If You Could Be Mine YA FIC FARIZAN (K)
In Iran, where homosexuality is punishable by
death, Sahar and Nasrin love each other in
secret until Nasrin’s parents announce their
daughter’s arranged marriage.

What I Thought Was True
YA FIC FITZPATRICK (K)
When Gwen’s biggest mistake ever, Cassidy,
shows up, she’s forced to reassess her feelings
about her family, best friends, the place she
lives, and the boy she can’t admit she loves.
Come Back to Me YA FIC GRAY (W)
Marine Kit finds himself home on leave and
dangerously drawn to his best friend’s sister,
Jessa. They both give into their feelings, and
what was supposed to be a summer romance
develops into something more. When it's time for
Kit to redeploy, neither one is ready to say
goodbye. Will Kit come home to Jessa?
To All The Boys I’ve Loved Before
YA FIC HAN (K)
Lara Jean writes love letters to all the boys she’s
loved and hides them in a hatbox until one day
those letters are accidentally sent.

The Leaving Season YA FIC JORDAN (W)
Middie is torn between the memory of her
missing boyfriend, Nate, and Nate’s best friend,
Lee.
Ask the Passengers YA FIC KING (K/W)
Imagining that she is sending love to passengers
in airplanes flying overhead, Astrid, a teen from
a small town torn by gossip and narrowmindedness, struggles with her family's
dysfunction and hides her love for another girl.

